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NEW QUESTION: 1
Ein Kunde muss in seiner Arbeitszeitplankonfiguration

verschiedene Feiertagskalender zuweisen. Wo ist der
Feiertagskalender zugeordnet?
A. Mitarbeiterkreis
B. Personalteilbereich
C. Feiertagsklasse
D. Organisationseinheit
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Exhibit: What emotion do the people share with the fish when
they are "peering, peering there" (line 10)?
A. anxiety
B. happiness
C. curiosity
D. loneliness
E. distress
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Over the past several years, change requests from lines of
business (LOB) have increased significantly. Your IT department
is having a hard time addressing this increase in requests, due
to their time to market requirements and the time it takes for
all affected lines of business to perform testing on the
new/updated functionality. How can SOA be best utilized to
address your challenge?
A. The service infrastructure can provide the ability to
mediate and stage the deployment of multiple versions of a
Service which will allow multiple versions of a Business
Activity Service to be available at run time. This enables
different LOB consumers to access different versions of the
Service.
B. Each LOB is allocated their own Presentation Service. This
has the advantage that each LOB consumer can have a different
user experience from other LOB consumers and have the ability
to hide the new/updated functionality.
C. To address common functional requirements, each LOB is
allocated their own Business Activity Service. This has the
advantage that when a LOB Business Activity Service is updated
only a single LOB is affected.
D. Each LOB utilizes a separate service infrastructure
environment. Service configurations can be propagated between
environments, allowing different LOB consumers to access
different Services that address the same functionality.
Answer: D
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